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Okazaki Family House welcomes
new expansion and new residents!
Ed Rawski (center) enjoys sharing his boyhood
home with Andrew Tawse (left) and John Krause.
With the completed addition, Okazaki Family House
is now home for five residents. (Read full story on page 2)
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Okazaki Family House –

The House that Community Support Built
Ed Rawski grew up in a three bedroom ranch
home on a quiet tree-lined street on the
north side of Park Ridge. Thirty eight years
later, thanks to the philanthropy of Avenues’
supporters, it is still Ed’s home, and home to
four additional residents.
The story began in 2015 when Avenues
acquired the home through a gift/purchase
arrangement involving the estate of Ed’s
mother, Maria, and the generosity of
Foundation Board Member Clarence Herbst.
Soon Ed was joined by two other Avenues’
residents, Andrew Tawse and John Krause
(pictured on the cover) and the three men
became friends and housemates.
When the sale was finalized, Clarence and
members of the Avenues’ Board of Directors
decided to name the house Okazaki Family
House to honor Executive Director Bob
Okazaki’s nearly 40 years of service to Avenues.

Long time Avenues residents Rengle Dansberry (left)
and Jennifer Ross love living in their new home.

Andrew Tawse relaxes in his living room.

The new name was publically announced by
Clarence to a very humbled Bob, his wife Judy,
and the guests attending Avenues’ Love Affair
Gala in February, 2016.

moved to the home early in December. Floyd
calls Okazaki Family House a model home
for Avenues’ future residences, and similar
to an Avenues’ home in Des Plaines, views
it as another successful integration of living
arrangements for men and women that creates
a “family atmosphere.”

Blueprint for growth
A true visionary, Clarence soon realized
there was a great opportunity to expand
and renovate Okazaki Family Home, and
underwrote that project too. Residential
Director Floyd Kortenhof worked closely with
Mark Elliott Builders and architect Al Musetti
in coordinating everything. According to
Floyd, “The expansion was seamless, and it’s
great to see how all the selected materials
and finishing touches came together and
work so well in the home.”

Easy access to the new addition is provided through
sliding patio doors and a handicapped ramp, and the
hallway connects the original dining and kitchen areas
to the new two bedroom wing.

Two new residents
A big holiday gift came early to Rengle
Dansberry and Jennifer Ross, who eagerly

Gatorade Spoons create a stir at the Work Center
Gatorade and our customers at PepsiCo have provided
many jobs at the Work Center over the years, but ironically,
our direct customer on the Gatorade Mixing Spoon project
is a long-time customer of Avenues, Jim Chmela of JC
Products. According to Vocational Director Ron Reeves, “This
year’s run of spoons means we have produced over half a
million spoons since the job’s inception in 2008. Every 18
months, the job provides enough work for 125 clients for six
to eight weeks and most importantly, the clients have made
approximately $50,000 in wages over the years.”
Khan Nguyen and Molly Fitzpatrick demonstrate how easy it is to
bag and heat seal Gatorade Mixing Spoons.
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The large bathroom features a wheel chair accessible
shower and skylight to provide natural lighting.

From our Executive Director

Art of the Deal - Will the president elect stop progress?
I generally do not have much to say about
a presidential election other than to offer
congratulations to the winner and condolences
to the loser. In general, Presidents are not at
the forefront of policymaking that specifically
targets people with disabilities.
The exception was President Kennedy, whose
sister Rosemary was born with an intellectual
disability. Disability issues were a priority in his
administration and as a result, the President’s
Committee on Intellectual Disabilities,
Statewide Councils on Intellectual and
Developmental Disabilities, Special Olympics
and Best Buddies became just a few of the high
profile, long-lasting commitments that came
out of his short tenure in office. Kennedy’s
administration marked the beginning of the
special education movement and development
of non-institutional services such as those
provided today by Avenues to Independence.
Most presidents have not matched this level of
disability concern and I don’t have expectations
that Donald Trump will become a standard
bearer for people with disabilities. His negative
characterization of a reporter with disabilities
has been widely reported and no positions
in support of the disability community were
promulgated during the campaign. At this
time, I can only speculate on what a Trump
presidency might portend for people with
disabilities, advocates and others who care.

Illinois has yet to allocate any funding
to service organizations to meet the
2019 requirements.
One concern is Trump’s repeal of the Affordable
Care Act (ACA). Prior to the ACA, people
with disabilities found it next to impossible
to obtain health insurance that would cover
their preexisting conditions. Today, insurance
companies cannot deny coverage, charge more
or disallow medical services just because a
person has a disability.
Trump has called for an immediate repeal of
the ACA. However, that train has left the station
with 20 million passengers. He could uncouple
a car or two by eliminating the unpopular
individual and employer mandates, but it is

unlikely his administration wants to deal with
a total derailment. Just as with Social Security,
the ACA will be altered but not abolished.
Today, 98% of Avenues’ government funding
comes from the Medicaid program. Trump has
proposed that Medicaid payments to states
be capped, which would reduce the number
of people who can be served. This “block
grant” method would only allow for additional
enrollment through a reduction of services to
existing participants.

Today, 98% of Avenues’ government
funding comes from the Medicaid program.
Illinois maintains a waiting list of 50,000
individuals with disabilities hoping to receive
state supported services. Block granting would
make it very difficult to serve people and reduce
this list in a timely manner.
In the past, Illinois had invested less in its
Medicaid programs and received less in return.
In its 2015 “State of the States”, the Coleman
Institute on Cognitive Disabilities reports that
Illinois ranked 45th nationally in our use of
Medicaid dollars. Under a block grant, Illinois
would not be able to improve this ranking and
would lose millions of new dollars that could
improve services and make a huge dent in our
waiting list.
For many years, mainstream disability policy
has trended toward smaller, less institutional
settings. Across the country, large, congregate
care facilities, nursing homes and sheltered
workshops are being replaced by small group
homes, personalized supports and employment
first. A 2019 federal deadline* exists for states
to comply with new rules on what the federal
government will fund in community settings.
Most campus settings, sheltered workshops and
larger facilities will not be in compliance.
I have surmised as to whether or not a Trump
administration would put the brakes on these
changes. Illinois has yet to allocate any funding
to service organizations to meet the 2019
requirements. An executive order postponing
these rules would save millions of dollars.
Nursing home and other congregate care

facilities would
see a reprieve.
Sheltered work
would remain as
a less expensive
option to
regular employment.

Robert Okazaki

Speaking for Avenues, we fully support the
move toward more personalized community
options. However, without an investment of
new state resources, it would be difficult to
restructure the Avenues’ programs to meet the
new standards. While an executive order
would halt needed progress, it would also
eliminate the threat of any sanctions that
Illinois and Avenues could face for not meeting
the new standards.
Most of what you have just read is speculation
from someone who is a known conspiracy
theorist. However, if you spend 30+ years
watching the bureaucracy and politics, and
experience the deal-making that takes place,
you would be a conspiracy theorist as well.
Our new president says he is the ultimate
dealmaker. Stay tuned!
*https://www.illinois.gov/hfs/MedicalClients/
HCBS/Transition/Pages/default.aspx

Foundations Support our Programs
Avenues is thankful for the generous
grants received since our last publication.
George M. Eisenberg Foundation for Charities
• For AED Eequipment
Rose and Alice Koffend Foundation
Pert Foundation
• For program Support
Sasser Foundation
• For Work Center Furniture
Laughing Acres Family Foundation
• For Work Center Equipment
Walter & Caroline Sueske Charitable Trust
• For Recycling Avenue
Edmond and Alice Opler Foundation
• For Job Placement Program
Fred J. Brunner Foundation
• For Nursing Services
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12th Annual Spotlight on Wine pairs with
Wintrust - a Win-Win event!
The Chicago Cubs weren’t the only winners to Fly the W! this fall. Thanks
to the more than 250 guests and sponsors of the 12th Annual Spotlight
on Wine on October 27, an unprecedented $58,000 was raised to benefit
the people and programs of Avenues to Independence. Specifically, the
proceeds will benefit Avenues Arts in Motion initiative, which will help our
participants become entrepreneurs through art classes and a variety of
fitness programs.
Special thanks to the Chicago Partnership Board of Avenues to
Independence, event Chair Julie Carlisle Streu and Co-chair Amy Bergren,
Presenting Sponsor Wintrust, and Media Sponsor Chicago Magazine for
their outstanding efforts in making the event so successful.

Chicago Partnership Board Chair Collin Sasser (2nd from right) is joined by (from left)
member Brian Stewart, Alison Whittington, and Kara Allcox.

Held in the historic Wintrust Grand Banking Hall in the heart of Chicago’s
financial district, guests once again savored cuisine with an international
flair by Hel’s Kitchen/David Borris, and highly rated, specialty wines
donated by Atlas Imports/Jim Cosma.
Guests also enjoyed bidding on raffle items, silent and live auction items.
Paul Carlisle of Wintrust led the live bidding which included highly sought
tickets to the musical Hamilton, Chicago Bulls Tickets, and an autographed
Kris Bryant Cubs Jersey and game tickets.
Join us Thursday, October 26, 2017, for the 13th Annual Spotlight on Wine.
a

b

Proudly displaying their artwork for sale are Avenues artists
(from left) Jim Colassa, Denise Hacke, Jim Kearns, Cindy Krupski and Jenny Dziedzic.
c

a. Spotlight on Wine Chair Julie Carlisle Streu toasts with
Christian Streu (left), and Tom Conradi from Chicago Magazine,
our Spotlight on Wine media sponsor.

e

b. Brigid Kennedy (left) and Meghan Malooly have attended the
Spotlight on Wine since its inception 12 years ago.
c. Ron Bjelopetrovich poses with the painting he won by artist
Jim Kolassa.
d. Special thanks to Spotlight on Wine Chair Julie Carlisle
Streu and Co-Chair Amy Bergren who helped make the
event so successful.

f
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d

e. Suburban Partnership Board Member Marc Blumenthal is
congratulated on his Kris Bryant jersey win by auctioneer Paul
Carlisle, of Wintrust.
f. Board of Directors Vice-Chair Jerry Feldman (right) thanks
David Borris of Hel’s Kitchen Catering for providing the
delicious cuisine.
g. Jim Cosma of Atlas Imports and Marquel Dougherty display
some of the two of the six specialty wine selections he donated.

g

(left) The Grand Banking Hall at Wintrust; (right) Chicago Partnership Members and Avenues staff present when the photo was taken. First row (left) Michele Shoolin,
Karen Clarke, Kara Allcox, Lauren Barron, Collin Sasser, Paul Carlisle, Bob Okazaki.Second Row (left) Julie Carlise Streu, Amy Bergren, Diana Almazan, Joe Bertoni,
Stacie Cragg, Brian Stewart, and Ryan Jalowiecki.

We Thank our Spotlight on Wine Sponsors

Presenting Sponsor

Media Sponsor

Reserve Level

Premier Cru Level

Sommelier Level

Diana Almazan
Amy Bergren
Paul and Rebecca Carlisle
Dreamworks Graphics
Communications
Robert and Lynn Goldschmidt
Andrew and Laurie Hochberg
Hub International
Susan and Mark Matejka
John and Carol McKinnon
Sasser Family Holdings
Seigle Family Foundation
Weiss – Ham Foundation

Anna C. Gamble Foundation
MB Financial
Atlas Imports
Collin Sasser and Alison
Whittington

Steve and Jolene Silverman

Old Vine Level
Jason and Kara Allcox
Pete and Cindy Allcox
Fidelity National Title Company
Pricewaterhouse Coopers
Steven and Michelle Cucchiaro
Ed and Bonnie Reinhart
Brian and Sheri Stewart

Vin de Table Level
Joseph and Lauren Barron
Marc and Sheila Blumenthal
Tom and Cathy Donovan
Liam and Lynn Farrell
Laura and Mike Gutting
Julie and Mark Lerman
Jill Liska and Michael Palet
Gary and Gail Lissner
Joel and Michele Shoolin
Roy and Carol Thygensen

Sasser Society –

Ensuring a Life-long Commitment to the People We Serve
David Blachut has been part of the
Avenues’ family since 1986. He has thrived
as a participant at Avenues Work Center,
and enjoys sharing an apartment with his
housemates at Sasser Family House. As
David grew with Avenues over the years,
his aging parents, Doris and Robert Blachut,
wanted to make sure David would still
be taken care of once they were gone. To
help provide for his future, they became
members of the Sasser Society - the group
of donors who have included Avenues in
their estate plans.

Avenues, Dave has his independence, his
work, his friends, his activities, camaraderie
with the staff and Monday night pizza!
My parents were very sick for a few years
before they passed but they always took
great comfort knowing that Dave was at
Avenues where he is so happy. The staff is
so loving and caring and very involved with
Dave’s needs and interests. Dave loves to
come visit with us in Texas but he is always
ready to go Home (that is how he refers to
Sasser Family House). Avenues has been an
absolute blessing to our family. “

Today, David’s sister Lynn Kimball and
her husband Bob are grateful for the care
Avenues’ continues to provide for David. “At

To learn more information about the Sasser
Society, please visit avenuestoindependence.
org/contribute/planned_giving/.

David Blachut strikes a playful pose for the camera.
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5th Annual Beyond the Runway Tea and Fashion Show

Tea for Two Hundred!

We thank our Beyond the
Runway Sponsors
Dessert Sponsor

More than two hundred guests attended the
5th Annual Beyond the Runway Afternoon Tea
and Fashion Show at the Chicago/Northbrook
Hilton Hotel on September 18. Thanks to the
generosity of the guests, sponsors, and the silent
auction and raffle gift donors, $15,000 was raised
to support Avenues’ Thrift Shoppe AveVenture
program, which serves as a training facility
where Avenues’ participants learn valuable retail
and customer service skills as they prepare for
possible employment in the community.

Tom and Danka Tasiopoulos,
The Chicago Burger Co.

Centerpiece Sponsors
Cathy Joyce
Lynn & Bill Kimball
Jolene Wise Silverman

Invitation Sponsor
Marilyn Drury-Katillo

Memento Sponsor
Jacki Kimel
Bonnie Reinhart

Proudly displaying the raffle baskets they won are
from left, Geraldine Corr, Sue McGuire, and Avenues’
participant Noreen Kaisling.

While guests enjoyed an array of tea sandwiches,
scones, and sweets including fruit tarts and
chocolate covered strawberries, they were
treated to a fashion show featuring many
models from the Avenues’ Thrift Shoppe
AveVenture program. All the fashions featured on
the runway were donated to the Thrift Shoppe,
and personally selected by the models.

Participant Connie Koshaba shows off her fashion
style on the runway.

The guests were able to purchase all the
fashions worn by the models, bid on several
silent auction and raffle prizes, and buy
glassware, specialty clothing and seasonal
items from the Thrift Shoppe.
Arguably the most popular area at the Tea and
Fashion Show is the “boutique”, featuring craft
items handmade or painted by Avenues’ Thrift
Shoppe participants. The AveVenture Program
has allowed several participants to become
entrepreneurs through their designs - whether
floral arrangements, greeting cards, gift bags,
ornaments or jewelry - and earn a paycheck
for their work.

Beyond the Runway Chair Jolene Wise Silverman
(center), with her Co-chairs Jeanne Doheny (left),
and Pat Grimes.

Special thanks to Chair Jolene Wise Silverman,
Co-chairs Jeanne Doheny and Pat Grimes,
the entire Beyond the Runway committee,
and all the volunteers who helped make the
event so successful.

Entrepreneur Lenore Sierzega displays some of the
items she made for sale in the boutique.

Shannon Machnica loves her runway ready hair style,
thanks to volunteer Bonnie from Le French Twist
Salon in Niles.
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From left, Park Ridge Community Fund Board Members Sheri Roche, Marge Erwin, and Marilyn Rowan.

The Thrift Shoppe accepts as donations a wide variety
of gently used items including: clothing, jewelry,
household goods, toys, books, and home décor. Please
visit the Thrift Shoppe at 7710 W. Touhy in Chicago.
They are open Monday-Saturday 10 am- 5 pm.
Call 773-631-6230 to learn more.

Great Things Happen at Avenues!
PepsiCo Enable Team and Avenues Suburban Partnership Board Sponsor Parties!

Jeffrey Jones helps PepsiCo volunteer Diane Pratt with the popular Bingo games, as Ellen Moore, Connie Koshaba, and
Residential Coordinator Stephen Kray pose for a fun photo taken by PepsiCo volunteer Greg Metzler.

Floyd Kortenhof, Residential Program Director gets sworn in in the Park
Ridge Police Chaplain Program by Chief of Police Frank Kaminski.

Andy Arroyo gives the Surfin’ USA jeep a big thumbs up,
thanks to Ed and Matt Coyne and the Suburban
Partnership Board for sponsoring the annual event.

Congratulations to Rick Kryder on his 20 year anniversary
working for McDonalds in Rolling Meadows!

Jeff Herbon enjoys his Thanksgiving
lunch at the Work Center.

Runners Go the Distance for Avenues

Chicago Marathon runner Jenna Shemky (center) poses with
Avenues Fitness Club members Jim Kearns &Cindy Wroblewski.
Jenna and her supporters raised nearly $3,000 for Avenues.

Avenues Board of Directors member Jill Liska (left) and Executive Director Bob Okazaki prepare bagels in the
food tent at the 20thAnnual Edison Park Turkey Trot in Chicago, while Chicago Partnership Board Member Kelly
Pronek (right) and her husband Nick guard a barricade. Avenues is proud to be a beneficiary of the event.

It’s not too late to make a difference this holiday season!
Jolene Wise Silverman,
Megan Kelly, and Steve
Silverman were among
the 15 Avenues volunteers
who helped at a WTTW
Channel 11 pledge night.

We are grateful for the generosity of all our donors, who remembered Avenues
on Giving Tuesday and during this holiday season. In 24 hours, Avenues
received more than $68,000 from donors on Giving Tuesday and a challenge
grant from the Coleman Foundation. If you have not made a holiday donation
yet, you can donate online at avenuestoindependence.org, or mail your gift to:
Avenues to Independence, 515 Busse Highway, Park Ridge, Il. 60068. We are
grateful for your support.
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515 Busse Highway
Park Ridge IL, 60068
www.avenuestoindependence.org

Celebrate with Avenues in 2017!
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Calendar of Events

February 18 - Love Affair
March 6 - Snowbird gathering in Naples, Florida
March 12 - Irish Fest

AveNews Winter 2016/2017
Avenews is published three times a year for
the friends of Avenues to Independence..
Avenues to Independence
(847) 292-0870 | www.avenuestoindependence.org
Circulation 4,000.
Chair of the Board
Executive Director
Editor
Photographers

Visit our website at avenuestoindependence.org for more information and to register

Special thanks to Joe Ropski of Palwaukee Printing for providing color printing of Avenews.

Peg O’Herron
Robert Okazaki
Laura Lockwood Allworth
Laura Lockwood Allworth
John J. Beusse
Greg Metzler

Avenues to Independence is dedicated to
putting aside old ideas about what is possible.
We work in partnership with the community to support
and encourage people with disabilities to lead the lives
they choose. Our success will eventually be measured
by how little we are needed.
Avenues to Independence is a non-profit 501(c)(3)
organization providing services for adults with intellectual,
physical, and developmental disabilities. All services
and employment are provided on an equal opportunity
basis. Avenues is accredited by CARF (Commission on
Accreditation of Rehabilitation Facilities).

